TOP 30 OF UTSE-2012 AWARDED IN THE PRIZE GIVING CERMONY OF THE 2-DAY SELECTION CAMP HELD AT DAV PUBLIC SCHOOL, C.S PUR, BBSR ON 15.4.2012 CLASS IX (NOW CLASS X)

(Final merit list prepared on the basis of equal weightage from 1st level and 2nd level tests)

Sriyanka Mohapatra Ispat EM School,RKL
Aditya Mishra DAV P/S, CS Pur, BBSR
Roshni Garnayak DPS, Rourkela
Alok Anand Patra St. Paul’s School, RKL
Sumeet Sourav Das Ispat EM School,RKL
Pratitee Pattanaik Carmel School, RKL
Satyajit Mohanty Ispat EM School,RKL
Shruti Purohit Carmel School, RKL
Sunil-B Mont Fort School, DKL
Niladri Bhusan Mishra DPS, Nalconagar
Aman Mohapatra DPS, Rourkela
Srusty Sahoo DAV P/S, CS Pur, BBSR
Amarjyoti Nayak DAV P/S, CS Pur, BBSR
Sourabha Sethi Ispat EM School,RKL
Satyajit Sarangi Ispat EM School,RKL
Namrata Mohanty DAV P/S, TTPS, NTPC
Sohit Nayak St. Paul’s School, RKL
Saurav Rath DAV P/S, CS Pur, BBSR
Ashutosh Parida Ispat EM School,RKL
Abhisek Panda DAV P/S, CS Pur, BBSR
Lipsa Bharati DAV P/S, TTPS, NTPC
Rajeswari Dhir St. Joseph G/H/S, CTC
Tuhina Mishra DPS, Nalconagar
Satyabrata Bhol Deepika EM School, RKL
Chetna Mohapatra St. Joseph G/H/S, CTC
Shreeda Pattanaik DPS, Nalconagar
Jibitesh Behera DAV P/S, CS Pur, BBSR
Anubhav Kar St. Paul’s School, RKL
Sushree Ananaya Tanya DAV P/S, CS Pur, BBSR
Vineet Ekka St. Paul’s School, RKL

CORRECT ASNWERS TO UTSE-2012 (FINAL LEVEL TEST)